PACS 05.40.Fb -Random walks and Lévy flight PACS 5.10.Gg -Stochastic analysis methods PACS 02.60.Nm -Integral and integro-differential equations Abstract -Lévy walk is a fundamental model with applications ranging from quantum physics to paths of animal foraging. Taking animal foraging as an example, a natural idea that comes to one's mind is to introduce the multiple internal states for dealing with the dependence of the PDF of waiting time on the energy of the animal and richness of the food at a particular location, etc; the framework can also be used to model the moving trajectories of smart animals without returning to the directions or locations which they come from immediately. After building the Lévy walk model with multiple internal states and deriving the governing equation of the distribution of the positions of the particles, some applications are discussed with specific transition matrices. The type of diffusion for non-immediately-repeating Lévy walk is uncovered, and the distribution and average of first passage time are numerically simulated.
Introduction. -Diffusion is the net movement of particles from the region of high concentration to the region of low concentration. Because of the central limit theorem (CLT) [1] , normal diffusion is very useful and well-known. In recent decades, it is found that CLT does not hold again in many natural phenomenon [2] [3] [4] , leading to the notion of so-called anomalous diffusion. The type of diffusion is generally classified according to its mean square displacement (MSD) [5, 6] . Specifically, for a stochastic process x(t) with x 2 (t) − x(0) ∼ t α , it is respectively called normal diffusion, subdiffusion, and superdiffusion for α = 1, 0 < α < 1, and α > 1.
One of the most powerful models to describe diffusion is continuous time random walk (CTRW) [6] , which always consists of two random variables saying waiting time τ and jump length ξ , i.e., τ is for the waiting time of each step and ξ the jump length. If both the means of τ and ξ 2 are finite, the CTRW model describes normal diffusion, while the mean(s) of τ and/or ξ 2 diverge(s), it almost always characterizes anomalous diffusion except a very particular case. In fact, for the anomalous diffusion, if the mean of τ is unbounded, generally its distribution is power-law distribution 1/τ 1+α with 0 < α < 1; and for the divergent average of ξ 2 , its distribution usually is 1/ξ 1+β with 0 < β < 2. If τ is with exponential distribution and ξ the power-law distribution, the CTRW model describes Lévy flight [5, 6] , having divergent MSD; while Lévy flight has wide applications [7] , it also has a particular drawback of failing to be characterized by the second moment [8] .
Lévy walk (LW) is a model, which remedies the problem of divergent moments. It couples the displacement of the step and the time taking to the corresponding distance (put larger time cost to longer distance [6] ); that is, the jump length and waiting time have the joint distribution 1 2 δ (|x| − v 0 t)φ (t), where δ is the Dirac function, φ (t) is the probability density function (PDF) of the time cost of a step, and v 0 is a constant velocity [9] [10] [11] . All moments of the distribution of the particle's position of LW are finite. Three different models are introduced for the two dimensional LW [12] ; the first one is obtained out of the one-dimensional LW by assuming that the motions along each axis, x and y, are identical and independent one-dimensional LW processes; the second one is to allow a particle to move only along one of the axes at a time; and the third one is to allow a particle to move along all the directions uniformly; the MSDs of the three models are the same, so a generalized Pearson coefficient (PC) PC(t) = x 2 (t)y 2 (t) / x 2 (t) y 2 (t) is introduced to distinguish the models.
Sometimes, a stochastic (physical) process has multiple internal states with applications ranging from electronic burst noise to ionic currents in cell membranes [13, 14] . A natural idea is to introduce multiple internal states to LW models; as for its applications, for example, in animal foraging the PDF of waiting time may relate to the energy of the animal and richness of the food at a particular location [15] . In this letter, we first build the LW model with multiple internal states and derive the corresponding governing equation of the PDF of posip-1 tions of the particles, then focus on its applications with specific transition matrices, representing different kinds of noneimmediately-repeating LWs. We find that: 1. if the LW displays superdiffusion, the none-immediately-repeating request has no influence on the MSD and the generalized PC, which is a kind of stable property of LW; 2. however, if the LW shows normal diffusion, the influence of none-immediately-repeating request emerges; 3. first passage time can be used to distinguish the processes with different transition matrices while MSD and generalized PC are always the same. We numerically simulate the distribution and average of the first passage time of LW and the relationship between its average and the considered domain.
Lévy walk with multiple internal states. -Similar to [15] , in this letter we also use 'bra-ket' notations. That is the bras · and kets · denote the row and column vectors, respectively. Lévy walk with multiple internal states contains several different distributions of waiting time and velocity. In this letter we consider the case of finite internal states and denote the number of internal states as N. The distributions of waiting time and velocity are denoted as φ (i) (τ) and h (i) (v), i = 1, . . . , N. The particle starts its movement by randomly choosing one pair of the waiting time and velocity distributions according to the initial distribution denoted as init = (ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N ). Then the particle chooses its internal states with respect to the transition matrix M which consists of m i j representing the probability of transition from the i-th internal state to the j-th one. Specifically, after one movement the particle stays, say, at the i-th internal state and the i-th row of M will be the new distribution of the internal state which in the next step the particle will respect to. Assuming that the particle starts at the origin, then we have the equation of q (i) (r,t), the PDF of the particle just arriving at position r and i-th internal state at time t,
and
Similarly, we can get the equation for P(r,t) consisting of P (i) (r,t), which represents the probability of the particle arriving at position r with the i-th internal state at time t,
with
After performing Laplace and Fourier transforms, and denoting f (s) = ∞ 0 e −st f (t)dt and
If the Lévy walk just has one internal state, then eq. (3) reduces to
being the same as the equation given in [8, 12] . Furthermore, one can get the PDF P(r,t) by calculating P(r,t) = Σ P(r,t) , where Σ represents the row vector that all the elements are 1. 
And we mainly consider 7 representative transition matrices:
None-immediately-repeating Lévy walks. -Now, we present the applications of the LW models with multiple internal states. It can be effectively used to deal with the LW with the request of not allowing to return to the direction or area that it immediately comes from. This should naturally be an intelligent animal's walk. For a particle moving in two dimensional space divided into four quadrants (see Fig. 1 ), if taking the current position of the particle as origin, in the next step, the particle will enter one of the quadrants according to its current position and the transition matrix. The four different choices of the next step are the four internal states mentioned above.
According to the internal states defined above, we can separate the distribution of velocity into four different cases and gather them to form a diagonal matrix. In this letter, we consider the uniform one of the three different types of models proposed in [12] , namely, the model of particle moving along all directions uniformly. The magnitude of velocity is taken as a given constant v 0 , and the directional angle is uniformly distributed in the interval The four internal states correspond to the four different choices of the next step. Specifically, after one movement of the particle, it may choose to go to the upper right area or others according to the current position and the transition matrix. This 'upper right area' is the first internal state. The other areas and internal states are defined in the same way.
see that if we choose M 0 and M 1 as transition matrices then the Lévy walk would be repeatable and have 1 area (the area where the particle comes from in the previous step) noneimmediately-repeating, respectively. The transition matrices M 2 and M 3 are for 2 areas none-reaching Lévy walk, and M 4 , M 5 are the transition matrices of the 3 areas non-reaching walk.
For the specific way of the movement of the particle with these transition matrices, one can see in [15] . To simply propose the applications of the built model, we only consider the case that all the waiting time distributions are the same. That is φ (1) 
, where τ 0 , γ > 0. For the parameters, we consider three cases: 1 > γ > 0, 2 > γ > 1, and γ > 2. When γ = 1, 2, the waiting time distribution is different [16] . Then after Laplace transform, one have
Furthermore the surviving probability has the form
Utilizing Eq. (5), Eq. (6), the diagonal matrix H uni f orm (v), and noticing that 
is for the first internal state
Similarly, one can obtain the ones for the other internal states by simply changing the integral interval to [− . To obtain the MSD, one can further do the Taylor expansion at k x = 0 and k y = 0. In this letter, we consider the MSD along X-axis,
. By utilizing transition matrix M 0 (the repeatable Lévy walk) we can obtain the corresponding MSD along X-axis satisfying: 1)
These results are the same as [12] . For the other transition matrices, M 1 , · · · , M 5 , one can also obtain the corresponding MSD shown in Tab. 1.
From Tab. 1, one can clearly conclude that noneimmediately-repeating has no influence on the MSD of Lévy walk for 0 < γ < 1 and 1 < γ < 2 (except M 4 representing that the Lévy walk can't change its internal state once determined by the initial distribution). The numerical simulations are presented in Fig. 2 , well confirming the theoretical results. Be- , are also calculated, being usually used to distinguish the processes if they have the same MSD. However, after calculation we find that the generalized PCs are also the same for 0 < γ < 1 and 1 < γ < 2, that is
.
In other words, the generalized PC can't distinguish these processes anymore. This is a kind of stable property of Lévy walk. But, when γ > 2, it is completely different. From Tab. 1, it can be seen that the transition matrix M 1 accelerates the diffusion of Lévy walk; for M 2 and M 3 the diffusions of Lévy walks are neither accelerated nor decelerated; M 4 makes Lévy walk diffuse ballistically, and M 5 makes the diffusion slower. All these effects of none-immediately-repeating for γ > 2 are the same as the ones given in [15] . Next we consider a more interesting Lévy walk that it won't return to the area of just coming from if the current internal states are 1, 2, 3, but it can move freely if the particle is at the 4-th internal state. From the trajectories shown in Fig. 3 , the process with transition matrix M 6 always has the trend of moving to the upper right direction. This is because in the transition matrix M 6 , the probability of moving to this direction is a little bit big. With this transition matrix, some very interesting phenomena are detected. By the same method as above, one can obtain the PDF in the Fourier-Laplace space P(k, s). From the movement of the particle one can see that this process is not symmetric any more. Therefore we would consider the variance of the process, that is, Var
we calculate the average of displacement by
After some calculations, x(t) ∼ 4v 0 19π t for sufficiently long t and 0 < γ < 1, 1 < γ < 2, γ > 2. For γ > 2, we have
where C 1 is a constant. Thus we obtain the variance Var x(t) ∼ C 1 t. When 1 < γ < 2 and 0 < γ < 1, the variance asymptotically behaves as C 2 t 3−γ and C 3 t 2 , respectively, where C 2 and C 3 are still constants. By comparing with the variance (or MSD for symmetric process) given in [8] , one can find that for the process with the transition matrix M 6 , the exponent of variance does not change, being confirmed by numerical simulations shown in Fig. 4 . If considering subdiffusion with multiple internal states [15] , a completely different story happens. Choosing the matrix of waiting time distribution as Φ(s) ∼ (1 − s γ )I, where 0 < γ < 1, and the jumping length distribution matrix shown in Eq. (9), from the calculations in Appendix, we have
which shows that the transition matrix has a fundamental influence on the variance by totally changing the exponent from γ to 2γ. Obviously, Lévy walk is much more stable than the p-4 CTRW model in the aspect of the exponent of variance. This is also a major difference between CTRW model and Lévy walk. Besides, for the other models shown in [12] , one can also construct the corresponding velocity and waiting time distribution matrices. The stable properties given in this letter also exist.
Distribution and average of first passage time.
-In this section, we mainly analyze the distribution of the first passage time by using numerical simulations. In the previous sections, we mainly discuss the stable properties of Lévy walk, which means the MSDs and the generalized PCs are always the same for the Lévy walk with multiple internal states whose transition matrices are M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , M 5 for 0 < γ < 1 and 1 < γ < 2. In this section, the Lévy walk with transition matrix M 0 representing the repeatable case is always considered as a standard one. Now one question naturally coming into our mind is how to distinguish these processes. Fortunately, we find that the first passage time can distinguish them very well. First passage time has many applications and ways of analysis in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and engineering [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
First we specify a domain (in our simulation, we choose a circle with radius r = 100 and its center is origin). Once the particle touches boundary we stop the movement and write down the corresponding time as the first passage time. One of the major differences between CTRW model and Lévy walk is that each 'step' of the latter one will cost time, however the previous one does not. And this difference also affects the first passage time. For the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 5 , for γ > 2 we can easily distinguish the processes with transition matrices M 0 (or M 2 , M 3 ), M 1 , and M 5 . Specifically, comparing with the repeatable Lévy walk (with transition matrix M 0 ), the first passage time distribution of the process with transition matrix M 1 is taller and thinner, while the process with the transition matrix M 5 is shorter and fatter. This is might due to that the transition matrix M 1 makes the particle move faster while M 5 makes the process slower. The first passage time distribution of the Lévy walk with transition matrices M 2 and M 3 are the same as M 0 , which means that the diffusion process is neither accelerated nor decelerated. These results are consistent with From the numerical simulations of the distribution of the first passage time, one can also see that the influences of the transition matrices may appear in the average of the first passage time, as shown in Fig. 6 . The numerical results shown in Fig. 6 also turn out that the transition matrices M 1 and M 5 can accelerate and decelerate the diffusion process for 1 < γ < 2, respectively, which are in accordance with the results of the distribution of the first passage time. For 0 < γ < 1, we can hardly find the differences among the processes with the transition matrices M 0 , M 1 , and M 5 ; and the average of the first passage time, denoted as τ , asymptotically behaves as
where r is radius of the circle domain.
p-5 MSDs and generalized PCs are always the same for 1 < γ < 2 and γ > 2. Thus we find the stable properties of Lévy walks, that is, for 1 < γ < 2 and γ > 2 if we change the Lévy walk slightly the final MSD does not change. Based on the analysis of models with transition matrix M 6 , some more interesting phenomena are detected; in particular, we analyze the subdiffusion model, which shows that for the transition matrix M 6 , the variance of subdiffusion asymptotically behaves as t 2γ while the variance of the subdiffusion process with M 0 is t γ . We also use first passage time and its average to further distinguish the Lévy walks with different transition matrices. * * *
